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MESSAGE FROM

THE PRESIDENT
DSSPG continually strives to enhance its products.
DSSPG is dedicated to finding new innovative products and security features to bring to market. Listening to you, our
customer, DSSPG uses its 45 years of experience in the plastic printing and laminating field to continually innovate and
manufacture unique, highly secure features & products. Whether its our tried and true, patented Watermark security
feature, our our lab tested, virtually unbreakable, XP1 card formulation, we stive to make the best products available.
New products like Ink Jet receptive plastic cards or ETC tribal cards, DSSPG also offers one of a kind innovation and
security for any card or credential. Add in our numerous patented anti-copy / anti-scan technologies that we can
incorporate into you cards and its a recipe for success not seen by other card manufactures.
To maintain cleanliness and to assure we meet our customers high standards, DSSPG has installed Class 100 clean
room collating stations that incorporate state of the art heppa filters with ionized air to keep ambient dust and dirt particles
off the cards, when the plastic layers are being assembled, insuring you receive the cleanest cards in the market.
Whether we are manufacturing PVC, composite, Polycarbonate, ETC Tribal cards, Plastic graphics or Ink Jet receptive
cards, you can be assured of receiving the highest quality plastic printed product available, guaranteed! You have my
word!

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
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EVENT CARDS

OVERSIZED
CREDENTIALS
WITH OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
the industry turns to DSS Plastics Group for product development and reliable distribution.
Using our worldwide distribution channel, we not only develop the product but help sell it!
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INKJET CARDS

INKJET RECEPTIVE
CARDS

printing on Different oversized cards offers flexibility
never seen before.
The Swiftcolor SCC-4000D printer has solved numerous industry
problems with large format printing. A single printer can image sizes
ranging from CR-80 (2.125” x 3.375”) to XXL (3.456” x 5.511”). Until
recently, printing different sized cards would require multiple printers. Previously, oversized cards could only print a CR-80 sized image which meant the border of the oversized event cards had to be
pre-printed. The SC-4000D printer does come very close to printing
edge-to-edge and eliminates the pre-printing requirement. However,
DSS Plastics Group still recommends that the card be pre-printed and
security features added during the card production process.
This printer is manufactured by KG Digital, a business unit of
Kanematsu USA Inc. Kanematsu USA Inc. is backed by the strength
and stability of a 120 year global company, Kanematsu Corporation of
Japan.
According to Matt Kronholm of Easy Badges, “It is a common
problem I have tried to solve for many customers over the years. You
need to print over-sized (larger than standard CR80 credit card size)
cards on demand for an event. There have been very little truly flexible solutions over the years, but the SwiftColor printer has answered
a lot of people’s problems. By far it is the most flexible large format
card printer and can print anywhere from a standard CR80 card to an
enveloped sized card. Other solutions only offer customization with the
credit card sized area or just a little extra length, but not width. Many
major sport organizations have switched to the SwiftColor including
professional and collegiate sporting teams and championship series. I
will not list them here to avoid a lawsuit since I can not remember the
confidentiality agreements for those. The SwiftColor SCC-4000D can
handle any ID that needs to be viewed from afar for event credentials,

law enforcement IDs, and many other applications.” The cards for this
printer are manufactured by DSS Plastics Group at our Brisbane, CA
facility. You can expect the same quality product that you have grown
accustomed to over the past 30+ years. We take great pride in bringing products to market, such as this one, and look forward to helping
innovate and create new products.
More information can be found at swiftcolorcards.com or by contacting Mike Caulley. Please refer to contact info on the back page.
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OVERSIZED CARD PRINTERS

DSS IS PROUD
TO MANUFACTURE MOST
ALL EVENT
CREDENTIALS
IN THE UNITED
STATES.

ZEBRA ZC10L

Zebra recently launched the ZC10L single-sided printer for the event card
market. This printer images beautiful front side color graphics utilizing the
“card cutter” within the machine. The cards come with a side notch that is
clipped off within the printer. This machine can only handle 24mil or thinner
stock which limits the RFID options. DSS Plastics Group is currently manufacturing these event credentials for silicoln valley’s largest events. As with
all printers, they are truly used to add a splash of color, access privledges
and variable data. we’ve invested in the tooling and know-how, please give mike
caulley a call (1-415-467-7669) or email.
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OVERSIZED CARD PRINTERS

EVENT CARD PRINTER

The XL8300 retransfer printer processes pre-printed offset cards in a format of 4.88189” x 3.370079” or 5.51181” x 3.370079”. It is the world’s only card
printer that can print/personalize a maximum area of 4.17323” x 3.34646” individually (double ISO format). DSS Plastics Group offers manufacturing,
printing and a robust list of security features to ensure your event is perfect. Please contact Mike Caulley for more information.

SWIFTCOLOR PRINTER

The SCC-4000 inkjet accreditation printer processes pre-printed offset
cards (or blanks) in a format of 3.35” to 4.7“ inch wide x 1.9” to 11.81” long. The
max print area for this printer is 4.24” wide by 11.69” long. The printer images at
1200 dpi. From credit cards to event cards, this all-in-one printer card handle
it all! Please visit http://swiftcolorcards.com/#/home/ or contact Mike Caulley (1-415-467-7669) for more information.

POLYCARBONATE
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POLYCARBONATE
CARDS

Laser engraving variable data is much more secure
than retransfer or dye sub printing.
This hard formulation, 100% Polycarbonate, provides maximum durability in
high use environments along with perfect laser engraving capabilities. Maximum
durability is achieved by using 100% PC material in this formulation. This PC
material has the highest resistance to cracking and warping as the layers fuse
together to form a solid and secure card body. DSSPG is one of the only US card
manufacturers producing PC driver licenses and security cards. Certain secure
document designs, such as those with high ink coverage, have proven prone to
bubbling. Card manufacturers have to carefully design their card layers to avoid
such defects—often making trade-offs that sacrifice performance or price.
Fraud, identity theft and counterfeiting call increasingly for constant
vigilance and innovation in electronic ID cards, and so consequently accelerating
the demand for more safety features to protect ID cards and security documents.
DSSPG offers a high-performance polycarbonate portfolio specially designed
for electronic ID cards, government, military and police ID cards, passport data
pages, green cards, border crossing cards and driver’s licenses. Smart card,
passport and ID card manufacturers use heat and pressure to join all layers together to form a card that cannot be pulled apart, preventing risk for disassembly,
helping not only to extend the card’s service life but also better protect security
features inside it. They also provide high performance, exceptional durability
and resistance to abrasive cleaning agents and to the chemicals found in sun
creams, cosmetics, oils, greases and fuels & are well-suited for various types of
printing and embedding of various security features. They can be screen printed
or offset printed as well as hot-stamped (hologram). Other technologies include
microprinting, infrared- or UV- sensitive printing, guilloche printing and incorporation of RFID. All ID cards are produced in a clean room environment.

What sets it apart from other materials is the non delaminable property of
a full polycarbonate document. When used in pure form and not mixed with other
plastics, the different layers of polycarbonate that make up the identity document
fuse together to form a solid monolithic structure. All security features, including
irreversible laser-engraved personalization information, are safely located within
and protected by the 100% polycarbonate document. This is referred to as the
one-block concept.
Moreover, polycarbonate’s durability allows for the production of longlifespan identity documents which can last for over ten years and is available with
a choice of interfaces from chipless, contact, contactless, and dual interfaces
(whether with one shared or two distinct microprocessors).
Polycarbonate has won the trust of governments across the world. Over 40
countries have chosen it for their national identity or residence permit programs.
Close to 30 national passport programs are using PC. The European Directive
of 2006 (2006/126/EC) gave member states until January 19, 2013, to make the
switch to a polycarbonate credit-card format driving license. The 28 members
of the European Union are now implementing these requirements. Many other
countries are following. Is the United States Next? DSS Plastics Group is ready
to assist.
In addition new techniques allowing color photos to be laser-engraved in
the polycarbonate documents and enhanced visual and tactile security features
are providing more opportunities to better meet the evolving demands of government authorities and national printers.

“IS THE UNITED STATES NEXT
TO ADOPT PC CARDS?” DSS
PLASTICS GROUP SAYS YES
& IS READY TO ASSIST!
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Plastic Graphics

PLASTIC

GRAPHICS
Hang Tags

Rulers

Static Cling

Phone Template

Shelf Bobber

Coasters

Luggage Tags

Plastic Annual
Report Cover
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SECURE STORAGE

MILITARY GRADE
STORAGE

•
•
•
•

24hr surveillance
Military grade mesh
Dual lock access
Locking cage within the
cage for extra secure
projects
• Card “overs” stored in
cage
• Secure Card Processes
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ETC CARDS

ENHANCED TRIBAL
CARDS

In 2009, DSS Plastics Group began working on the first
ETC card project in the United States. After a year of testing and R&D, we successfully launched the Pascua Yaqui
Tribe’s secure card.

by land and sea (including ferries), they will be required to
present a valid U.S. Passport or other document designated
by the Secretary of Homeland Security, which is Pascua
Yaqui’s Enhanced Tribal Card.

On May 27, 2009, the Pascua Yaqui Tribe entered into
a Memorandum of Agreement between the Tribe and the
Department of Homeland Security and Customs and Border Protection regarding the acceptance of a Pascua Yaqui
Enhanced Tribal Identification Card “ETC” for border crossing purposes meeting the federal mandate of the Western
Hemisphere Travel Initiative known as “WHTI”.

Since 2009, DSS Plastics Group has successfully
launched 7 ETC cards, leading the way as the preferred
secure card manufacturer.

“What is WHTI?”
The tragic aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks required thoughtful and immediate improvements to
United States border security. WHTI implements a Congressional requirement that all United States citizens and other
travelers entering the United States from within the Western
Hemisphere present a passport or other accepted documents that establishes the bearer’s identity and citizenship to
enter or re-enter the United States. The goal is to strengthen
border security, standardizing travel documents while facilitating entry into the United States for U.S. citizens and
legitimate international travelers.
The WHTI requirement for land and sea border crossing from the Western Hemisphere are set out in the land and
sea WHTI Final Rule published on April 2, 2008, and available at 73 Fed. Reg. 18,384.
As of June 1, 2009 when U.S. citizens enter the United
States from Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Bermuda

Are you currently providing a service, cards, printers
or other items to an American Indian Tribe? Please let the
tribe know that you can help them become ETC compliant
once they are ready. DSS will guide you through the process
with partners that are prepared to assist on the software and
hardware side.
For more information, please visit:
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RFID PRODUCTS

RFID PRODUCTS...
Blank or custom printed

UHF
840-960 MHz

HF MiFare UL C
13.56 MHz

HF MiFare 1K
13.56 MHz

HF MiFare 4K
13.56 MHz

Ultra High Frequency cards are
available with and without mag, in
composite formulations and custom preprinted. Alien Technology
inlays are inventoried for quick
production. UHF products are
available in different shapes and
sizes (hang tags, bin tags, cards,
garment tags, etc.). Other inlays
available on special order.

MiFare Ultra Light C, the communication layer (MIFARE RF
Interface) complies to parts 2 and
3 of the ISO/IEC 14443 Type A
standard. This chip is primarily
designed for limited use applications such as public transportation, event ticketing and loyalty
applications.

NXP has developed the MIFARE MF1ICS50 to be used in a
contactless smart card according
to ISO/IEC 14443 Type A. The
MIFARE MF1ICS50 IC is used in
applications like public transport
ticketing where major cities have
adopted MIFARE as their eticketing solution of choice.

NXP Semiconductors has developed the MIFARE Classic MF1S70yyX to be used in a contactless smart card according to ISO/
IEC 14443 Type A. The MIFARE
Classic 4K MF1S70yyX IC is used
in applications like public transport
ticketing and can also be used for
various other applications.

LF Proximity
125 kHz

LF
Proximity keytag
125 kHz

Dual Frequency

Custom

Multi frequency cards is ideally
suited for hybrid applications such
as access control accomodating
the growing demand for RFID
transponders with various read
range requirements in the standard card format. Available in hybrid
combinations LF/HF and HF/UHF.
this option requires longer lead
times and order minimums.

DSS offers RFID products in
different sizes and shapes. From
hangtags to trash bin tags, we can
do it all. Contact Gary Andrechak
or Lisa Mitchell to find out more!

The proximity cards are part of the
Contactless card technologies.
Held near an electronic reader for
a moment they enable the identification of an encoded number. The
card and the reader unit communicate with each other through
125 kHz radio frequency fields, by
a process called resonant energy
transfer. Clamshells available!

Smaller form factor than CR-80
cards. Often used for 24hr gyms
and the like where access is used
daily. Having the RFID keytag
allows for better control of its
whereabouts. Please visit proximitykeytags.com for more info.

PROXIMITY KEYTAGS
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PROXIMITY
COMPATIBLE
KEYTAGS
Introducing the NEW Sleek Custom
Printed Prox Key Tag
Enjoy the ease of secure electronic door access with our durable new
Prox Key Tag. Available with edge to edge custom printing, programming
and numbering. Our Prox Key Tags can be barcoded for additional uses in
Time and Attendance Systems or other secure environments. A wide variety
of barcodes are available and tested for accuracy during the manufacturing
process.
Low frequency (LF) RFID systems use primarily 125 KHz near field
communication. LF RFID is used most commonly for physical access control systems where employees flash their badge at a door controller to gain
access to secure areas.
DSS Plastics Group makes a number compliant RFID cards for common access control systems. Prox compatible keytags can be customized
with logos, laminated barcodes, signature panels or even holograms. BitPatterns available are: 26, 34, 35, 36 and 37.

RFID Contacts
Gary andrechak / 415.585.9600 x 105
gandrechak@dsssecure.com

How can an electronic device with no power of its own transmit
information?
Electric currents generate magnetic fields, and magnetic fields can
induce electric currents. The induction field or near field is the region closest
to the source of the electric current flow. The radiation field or far field is
the region beyond the induction field. Both induction field and radiation field
energy can power passive RFID tags, depending on the frequency.
Tags that are activated and communicate within the induction or near
field are located within one wavelength of a reader’s antenna for a given
frequency. Low Frequency (LF) and High Frequency (HF) systems generally have enough power in the inductive fields to power the passive tags.
Outside the inductive field, the radiation field generated by the low and high
frequencies usually does not produce enough power to activate its tags. LF
and HF RFID systems are short range read distance technologies measured in inches of communication distance.
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CUSTOM RFID DEVELOPMENT

From standard cards to
custom RFID construction.
RFID Asset Tags

RFID Hang Tags

RFID ground stake

Rugged RFID Fob

RFID Metal Tags
Oversized RFID Credentials

DSS Plastics Group is not set-up to mass manufacture a single
item. Our plant flexibility/machinery mixed with veteran operators, allow us to produce customized products on a whim. Anything from car hang tags, trash bin tags, polycarbonate ground
stakes and even oversized parking placards can be equipped
with RFID utilizing materials to withstand environmental abuse.
Gary Andrechak, RFID product manager for DSSPG states, “
We receive calls daily for customized RFID development and I
am proud we turn concepts into products quickly and efficiently.”
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DSS DIGITAL GROUP

D I G I TA L G R O U P

uthentiguard

™

WEB: www.authentiguard.com CONTACT: Mike Buell PH: 585-500-4669 EMAIL: mbuell@dsssecure.com
PROTECT YOUR BRAND WHILE BUILDING A STRONGER CONNECTION WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS, THAT’S THE VALUE OF AUTHENTIGUARD. FRAUD RISKS ARE VERY REAL AND COST BILLIONS OF DOLLARS A YEAR. COUNTERFEITING, PRODUCT DIVERSION, AND
WARRANTY FRAUD ARE JUST A FEW WAYS THAT COMPANIES ARE CHEATED. AUTHENTIGUARD IS A TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
SOLUTION FROM DSS WHICH HELPS DEFEAT THE FRAUDSTERS WHILE ALSO ENHANCING THE CONNECTION WITH CUSTOMERS.
PLUS, AUTHENTIGUARD PROVIDES VALUABLE NEW DATA TO HELP WITH INVESTIGATION, MARKET RESEARCH, AND MARKETING.

How It Works - The AuthentiGuard solution includes three components working together.
The Mark - Developed from our patented Prism technology, the
mark is printed on your packaging using normal production processes (offset, flexo, digital.) The mark is resistant to copying,
scanning, or other unauthorized reproduction technologies.
The Application - Customers can scan the invisible mark embedded in your product packaging with an AuthentiGuard mobile
application. We can supply you with a fully customizable application or you can integrate the AuthentiGuard code into your own
application. Either way, your customers and field personnel have
the power to guarantee the authenticity of your product.
The Portal - With each scan information is captured in the
AuthentiGuard portal including device ID, product identification,
scan result, geolocation, photo evidence, and other data. Custom reports can be pulled from the portal and used for forensic
analysis or for marketing purposes.

AuthentiGuard in Action - The power of authentication combats fraud while also enabling brands to better connect with
their customers.
Fraud Prevention - Data is a key component in fraud prevention. With the AuthentiGuard solution, customers or field personnel can quickly get data on the product to guarantee authenticity.
AuthentiGuard then generates and captures data from the thousands of scans performed in the field. This data is invaluable
for forensic analysis and helps combat fraudulent activities like
diversion, warranty fraud, and counterfeiting.
Mobile Engagement - Mobility is at the heart of AuthentiGuard
driving greater engagement with customers. The power of
authentication greatly increases the motivation to download your
mobile app and then the data returned with the scan are the
critical factor in driving one-to-one marketing efforts. Warranty
registration, product offers, and other marketing initiatives are all
possible with AuthentiGuard.

SECURITY PRINTING
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security printing

These days, wallet-sized plastic is all around us. So is identity
theft. It’s a widespread threat to consumers and it can threaten
the security of your facilities. From ID cards to security passes,
these cards are symbols of identity, safety and membership.
Not all manufacturers have high-resolution offset presses and
security printing know-how. Our team has printed numerous driver license projects for card manufacturers and assembly houses. We will use your layout and guide in the design of the identity
card to ensure meeting AAMVA security levels. Our secure storage and camera system will keep your product safe.

SECURITY FEATURES
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security level definitions
Any number of our security levels and features can be applied to a card in any combination,

OVERT
Level 1 Security provides the lowest level of security. This basic security requirement is referred to as
overt security printing methods (or methods needing special optical tools). Overt surface level security
features include using ultra violet, threads, watermarks, holograms, security designs, micro text, fibers
and other discernible features into the paper substance or on its surface during the paper making process. These are complimented by applied security features, such as OVD’s or iridescent stripes, heat sensitive ink, optical variable ink and various high end printing methods or technologies. Printed personalised
data is a part of this level of security and are static in nature. With the easy availability of technology
today, such security features have become more easily tampered or copied.
L1’S features provide the advantage of easy and quick cursory visual verification of identity information
without the use of specific or specialized tools. However, an expert with specific tools will be necessary
to identify forgeries or tampering. Due to the basic and visual nature of verification of these features, L1S
features alone are no longer secure and can, in some instances where poorly implemented, increase the
incidences of identity theft, abuse and document forgery. In addition, because such features and information printed using L1S are static, there are inherent limitations on the depth and validity of the identity
information being protected as well as if such information is up-to-date.

COVERT
Level 2 Security improves upon the physical security mechanisms of Level 1 Security by taking information
protection to a covert and embedded level. This prevents casual intruders from gaining access to, for
example, encoded confidential information inside an embedded chip or other means of encoding. Technologies at this level include smart chips, magnetic strips, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), contactless
chips or smart chips with embedded identity and biometric data. With the right tools, L2S schemes allows
the capability to capture, register and authenticate document holders’ identity information and, of late,
biometric identity information. The encoded data is limited by the chip memory size and capability. A specialized access mechanism (i.e. the reader and encoder device) is required to obtain access to the relevant
data source and write data onto the embedded medium.
L2’S have been breached by technological advancements and can no longer be considered as 100% secure.
With today’s technology, counterfeiting is no longer unusual and identity document information can be
potentially tampered, modified, stolen and duplicated into another document to be used for unauthorised
or illegal purposes.
The AuthentiGuard suite of security features fits perfectly into the L2 catergory.

forensic
Level 3 Security offers security, integrity and information from the surface level to the specialized FORENSIC level. Essentially, L3S will provide as many security levels as needed for any situation by catering
to L3’S FORENSIC checks on identity and security information not readily attainable or viewable unless
accessed by FORENSIC tools with the correct levels of authorised access. The ability to apply multiple
sub-levels of security is made possible by the concept of centralised (as opposed to localised) and dynamic identity data management by which centralised and forensic security controls can be applied on top
of the localised and limited security applications onto an identity document. Tampered and forged identity
documents are exposed when centrally retrieved original data of the True Identity reveals discrepancies
on the document as well as any real-time, updated information such as current status of a person’s identity profile.
Level 3 Security is referred to as the most in-depth and highest security level technology for securing
identities and identity documents. This focuses around the protection of the one True Identity of each individual and thereby, automatically protecting the related identity documents. conversely, with L1’S and
L2’S schemas, the focus is to protect an identity document therfore protecting an identity. However, once
the identity document’s security is breached, the identity it is meant to protect is also automatically
compromised.

WATERMARK
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DSS Watermark

DSSPG’s latest product development to guard
against forgery and counterfeiting involves a unique
process which allows us to place custom watermarks
into plastic cards (similar to how money is
watermarked). Custom logo’s, county seals, emblems,
or any type of artwork can be inserted into the card.
After the cards are manufactured, the watermark
artwork can be viewed by backlighting the card with any light source. Watermarks can be seen equally good around printed or non-ink areas. With this exciting new product, the card surface remains video grade and will not cause printing issues with your Dye Sublimation or retransfer printer. No printing ink of any
kind is used to manufacture this high security product. It is exclusively made and
manufactured by DSSPG, for its dealers and clients. DSSPG offers this technology in quantities as low as 1,000 pieces with no set-up or art origination costs.

Watermarks can be overt (easily seen) or covert (Hidden).
DSSPG Watermarks have successfully been used in driver licenses, government
ID’s & other higher security cards. unlike security inks or holograms that any
manufacturer offers, DSS’s Patented watermark feature can only be made by
DSS Plastics Group. The sole source manufacturing by DSSPG increases the security of the product/feature and quickly eliminates counterfeiting.
Trust DSSPG to apply its patented watermark process to your card to
quarentee authencity!

LEVEL ONE
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SECURITY FEATURES
Rosette/
Guilloche

embedded
watermark

embedded
Holo Foil

Thermochromic
Ink

Split-Fountain

laser engraving

Latent image
Printing

Color Shifting

Bas-Relief
Printing

Additional L1 Options
•
•

Stroke width modulation
Colored Core material

•
•

Opacity/Clear Window
pearlescent Inks

LEVEL TWO
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SECURITY FEATURES
infrared (IR) Invisible
Inks

microfine printing

embedded (hidden)
watermark

AuthentiGuard™
Prism

RFID
(LF, HF, UHF)

AuthentiGuard™
Laser Moire

Invisible ink

laser engraving

currency-grade
printing

Phone or Verifier used to authenticate

Additional L2 Options
•
•
•

AuthentiGuard™ Mark
Core Printing
UV Inkjet printing

•
•
•

AuthentiGuard™ Block-Out
Taggents with authentication
bi-fluorescent inks

LEVEL THREE
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SECURITY FEATURES
authentiguard™
(Refer to page 17)

4 Different color nm ink

Machine readable
Clear ink

AuthentiGuard™
Prism Phone App

DNA Encoded Inks

BrandWatch

What is Real ID?

The REAL ID Act of 2005, Pub.L. 109–13, 119 Stat. 302, enacted May 11, 2005, was an Act of Congress that modified U.S. federal law pertaining to
security, authentication, and issuance procedures standards for the state driver’s licenses and identification (ID) cards, as well as various immigration
issues pertaining to terrorism.
The law sets forth requirements for state driver’s licenses and ID cards to be accepted by the federal government for “official purposes”, as defined by
the Secretary of Homeland Security. The Secretary of Homeland Security has currently defined “official purposes” as presenting state driver’s licenses
and identification cards for boarding commercially operated airline flights and entering federal buildings and nuclear power plants, although the law
gives the Secretary the unlimited authority to require a “federal identification” for any other purposes that the Secretary shall determine.
The REAL ID Act implements the following:
*Title II of the act establishes new federal standards for state-issued driver licenses and non-driver identification cards.
*Changing visa limits for temporary workers, nurses, and Australian citizens.
*Funding some reports and pilot projects related to border security.
*Introducing rules covering “delivery bonds” (similar to bail bonds but for aliens who have been released pending
hearings).
*Updating and tightening the laws on application for asylum and deportation of aliens for terrorist activity.
*Waiving laws that interfere with construction of physical barriers at the borders.

UPDATE
All states have until October 1st, 2020 to become compliant, according to a statement from Sec. Jeh C. Johnson
Johnson also unveiled the final phase of implementation of the REAL ID Act, which relates to commercial air travel. These are the timelines for that
final phase:
*Effective immediately, Homeland Security will conduct outreach to educate the traveling public about the timeline and continue engagements with states to encourage compliance with REAL ID standards.
*Starting July 15, 2016, TSA, in coordination with airlines and airport stakeholders, will begin to issue web-based
advisories and notifications to the traveling public.
*Starting December 15, 2016, TSA will expand outreach at its airport checkpoints through signage, handouts, and other methods.
*Starting January 22, 2018, passengers with a driver’s license issued by a state that is still not compliant with the REAL ID Act — and has
not been granted an extension — will need to show an alternative form of acceptable identification for domestic air travel to board their
flight.
*Starting October 1, 2020, every air traveler will need a REAL ID-compliant license, or another acceptable form of
identification, for domestic air travel.

CARD
HISTORY

DSS Plastics Group Update on Strategy and Product Expansion
New Product Focus Showing Strength in Secure Card Business

Document Security Systems, Inc. (NYSE MKT: DSS), (DSS), a leader in anti-counterfeiting and
authentication solutions today released an update on its DSS Plastics division. DSS Plastics
manufactures a variety of plastic card products used for identification, access control, and credentialing purposes. DSS Plastics initiated a strategy to diversify its product line and focus on
higher margin, difficult to produce products. Customer response to the new products has been
strong and these products now account for approximately half of DSS Plastics’ total revenue.
New product offerings include secure card design, oversized credentials, inkjet products which
permit on-demand production, access control cards, and RFID enabled card products. “Since
implementing our diversification strategy we have returned strong results for our division,” according to Mike Caulley, President of DSS Plastics. “New, higher margin products now account
for approximately 50% of Plastics revenue and we believe they will make up a majority of our
business in 2020.” DSS Plastics products are now used at most major sporting events in the
US, in corporate settings throughout the US, as well as in a wide range of government issued
identifications. Moving forward, DSS Plastics will have the capability to design and manufacture Real ID cards with a recent investment and training in a currency-level software design
program.. Our first launch into this space will be completed by June, 2019 with the design and
manufacture of American Samoa driver license.
DSS Plastics is well positioned with other new products which are starting to show growth.
The company has developed new production capability for difficult to produce polycarbonate
products which are increasingly used for very secure identification and credentials. DSS Plastics is one of a limited number of manufacturers in the US capable of producing polycarbonate
cards. PC production with the capability of split-fountain printing is vry rare in the US card
manufacturing space.
The company has also aggressively moved into the market for Enhanced Tribal Identification
Card (ETC) products. Mandated by Congress as part of the Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative, ETCs are secure identification issued by Native American governing bodies. DSS Plastics
is currently producing ETCs for seven tribes with several more in discussion. As part of this
strategy, DSS Plastics invested approximately $650,000 in equipment and building improvements to enhance its production capabilities. “The investments we have made in infrastructure
and equipment allow us to provide our customers with difficult toproduce products like polycarbonate,” according to Mr. Caulley. “We have positioned our business as a strong competitor
in these typically higher margin markets and expect they will help drive revenue and profitability.”
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